THE SUMMER OF 1904 IN NORDERNEY    9i
led him on the eve of the Berlin Congress to the town of
Pericles; it was also a spiritual home. He loves more than
all Herodotus and Thucydides, and then Tacitus. Once he
received a visit here from the English archaeologist Charles
Waldstein (later Sir Charles Walston), who was full of schemes
for starting excavation work at Herculaneum, in the belief
that the site of this ancient city would yield far more abundant
and important discoveries than Pompeii, which in ancient
times was of less significance. . . «
Count Bttlow sympathised with the scholar's optimistic
expectation that the future might well hold many great
discoveries in the field of learning which might vastly enrich
our knowledge of ancient history. How splendid, for
example, it would be if a kindly fate should place in our
hands the lost books of Tacitus* . . ,
A long evening would bring many impressions and
memories to the surface.
Born in May, 1849, the Chancellor had vivid recollections
of the centenary of Schiller's birth. He mentioned the poet
in connection with the preparations which were being made
in Germany and German Austria to celebrate the centenary
of his death (1905). He remembered from the days of his
boyhood the enthusiasm with which in November, 1859, the (
name of Schiller was fSted in all parts of Germany as an
emblem of German unity and future progress. Then came
the time when Germany emerged from the grey realm of
theory and trod the green field of action. In poetry realism
gained the upper hand and the stage was captured by a
naturalism of perhaps doubtful artistic merit. Schiller,
decried as a moralisierender Fat^ke (moralising fool), seemed
to have fallen from his high estate.
" But now," said the Chancellor, " the tide has turned,
thank God, in the poet's favour, and Germany will remember,
at the centenary of his death, what a deep mark his great art
has made upon German feeling and thought. , . ."
The conversation turned to Edward Hanslick, the Vienna
musical critic who had recently died, and his opposition to
Richard Wagner. The Chancellor said: " I once read of
Alexander von Humboldt that in the course of his travels in
America he wanted to learn a certain Indian dialect. He then
discovered to his dismay that there was not a single individual

